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Discover the Rodeca DecoStripe products! 
Stripes are at the heart of design of the DecoStripe line. They ensure 
a special eye-catcher and a unique look. Whether as shading for roof 
or wall or as a decorative element, DecoStripe products are versatile 
and give every project a special touch. 
 
The striped design of the Rodeca DecoStripe products is unique and 
unmistakable.

Countless colour combinations 
make the DecoStripe panel an important part of our Interactivity line. 
The polycarbonate panel PC 2540-6 DecoStripe can be used both as a roof and wall element and offers countless colour combinations for 
an individual design. Let your project become unique! 

Looking for a unique design?            PC 2540-6 DecoStripe 

Product features

Width

500 mm 40 mm 1.2 W/m²K / 1.2 W/m²K approx. 4.2 kg/m² B-s1, d0

Thickness Up-Value
Installation vertical / horizontal

Weight Fire classification
according EN 13501



Surface with wide stripes

Surface with thin stripes

The unique DecoStripe variant of the 16 mm multi-wall sheet with 5 layers is a real highlight. 
With UV protection on both sides, you can freely choose whether to lay the side with wide 
stripes or the side with thin stripes on the sunny side. The strips on both sides of the panel cre-
ate not only an unique effect, but also effective shading.

MWS 16-5 DS

Decorative shading
The offset stripes create an undisturbed diagonal incidence of light. This is how Rodeca DecoStripe products create a pleasant and at the same 
time exciting atmosphere in every room. The vertical incidence of light is reduced, which ensures a particularly interesting look. With DecoStripe 
products, you can not only make optimal use of daylight, you can also enjoy pleasant privacy, for example when used as a partition.

Choose your colour! 
As part of our Interactivity line, the strips on Rodeca DecoStripe multi- 
wall sheets can also be coloured in one colour. If you are interested in 
an opaque coloured sheet with coloured stripes, that is not a problem 
either. Contact us!

Surface with wide stripes

The DecoStripe variant of the 32 mm multi-wall sheet with 10 layers offers a similar unique effect as the 16 mm variant. Both surfaces have 
stripes of the same width, which in addition to the special look, also create unique shading. The 32 mm version also offers excellent thermal 
insulation properties.

MWS 32-10 DS

Product features

Width
Minimum quantity required

630 mm - 1250 mm 16 mm 2.0 W/m²K / 2.1 W/m²K approx. 2.8 kg/m² B-s1, d0

Thickness Up-Value
Installation vertical / horizontal

Weight Fire classification
according EN 13501

Product features

Width
Minimum quantity required

700 mm - 1230 mm 32 mm 1.2 W/m²K / 1.2 W/m²K approx. 3.6 kg/m² B-s1, d0

Thickness Up-Value
Installation vertical / horizontal

Weight Fire classification
according EN 13501



Diagonal webs

MWS 16-N

Unique effect
Diagonal webs inside the multi-wall sheet structure create a very unique effect. Depending on the viewing angle or the incidence of sunlight, the 
multi-wall sheet can appear opaque to fully transparent, depending on the colouring. Thanks to our innovative extrusion technology, even the outer 
walls, webs and diagonals can be coloured differently.

The Rodeca DecoStripe products  

PC 2540-6 DS
PC panel with tongue and groove connection

Our panels have been specially developed for use in facades and roofs from 15°. Thanks to their tongue and groove connection, our PC panels 
can be assembled to form areas of any length without any disturbing connection profiles. The special structure of our panels of shells and air 
chambers guarantee excellent thermal insulation despite maximum light transmission.

16-5 DS, 32-10 DS und 16-N
custom-made multi-wall sheets with closed edges

Rodeca multi-wall sheets can be produced in flexible widths and with closed side edges on customer request. Multi-wall sheets are ideal for use 
in patio roofs, conservatories, greenhouses, but our DecoStripe products are also ideally placed in areas such as trade fair construction and shop 
fitting!

Color
diagonals coloured
outer layers and 
webs colourless

TriColor
diagonals coloured
webs coloured
outer layers colourless

Product features

Width
Minimum quantity required

980 mm 16 mm 2.4 W/m²K / 2.6 W/m²K approx. 2.8 kg/m² B-s1,d0

Thickness Up-Value
Installation vertical / horizontal

Weight Fire classification
according EN 13501
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